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BCT Inc., a PCA transportation Company

“The new corrugated box plant in Richland, WA is the result of the same success
story. The Wallula box plant that is part of the Wallula containerboard mill complex
was quickly reaching its capacity. The new Richland plant 20 miles north is strategically located near some of our large volume growth customers. Together the
Wallula and Richland box plants will service a significant growth opportunity.”
Comments from PCA Chairman and CEO Mark Kowlzan in the
March 2019 PaperAge magazine, who named Kowlzan Executive
Papermaker of the Year.
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Operations expand to
serve PCA’s new plant
By Andy Sarrazin
Wallula Terminal Mgr.

With operations in Richland to
begin in November of this year,
plans on multiple fronts are in action. BCT’s role at the new Richland facility will be to provide the
(Continued on page 3)
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G.O.A.L. would prevent most of minor
accidents that damage frequency rate
Two preventable accidents in
1.33 million miles of travel resulted in an April Accident Frequency Rate (AFR) of 1.50 according
to the report released by Randy
Bailey, Manager of Driver Services and Safety.
One of the preventables involved a driver hitting a fixed object. The second was recorded
when a driver rear-ended another
vehicle.
“Our AFR is affected by even
the most minor of preventable
accidents,” said Bailey. “Hitting a
fixed object is not only preventable, but one of the easiest to
avoid.”
Drivers who practice G.O.A.L.
(Get Out and Look) are likely to
avoid hitting a fence, a light pole
or another vehicle that may be in

2019 4-Month AFR
Preventable
Accident*

Randy Bailey
their backing path, Bailey said.
The year-to-date AFR stands
at 2.44 after four months with 12
preventable accidents in 4.9 million miles of travel.

Steven Weems of Allentown,
PA as a new Centerline driver
for Allentown.

Raul Alaniz of Walla, Walla,
WA April 5 as a new OwnerOperator out of Wallula.

Michael Burton of Houston,
TX April 9 as a new OwnerOperator out of DeRidder.
Valentin Obeydkov of
Spokane, WA April 11 as a new
Owner-Operaotr for the Wallula
Chip Fleet.
Kevin Vallery of Starks, LA
April 12 as a new OwnerOperator out of DeRidder.
Montry Savell of Caldwell, ID
April 15 as a new Centerline
driver for Boise.

AFR**

January 4

3.12

February 5

4.65

March

1

.82

April

2

1.50

TOTALS 12

Rob Riding of Heyburn, Idaho
April 5 as a returning OwnerOperator for the Boise Van Fleet.

Welcome to new and
returning drivers who
have joined the ranks of
BCT, Inc. and Boise Trucking Operations during the
past month (by publication deadline)

ACCIDENT
FREQUENCY

2.44

*Any accident in which our
driver failed by defensive
driving to do everything
reasonable to prevent the
accident.
** The number of preventable wrecks per million miles of
travel.

Devaugh Hughes of Dallas,
TX April 22 as a new Owner0Operator out of DeRidder.
David Tulloch of Hewitt, TX
April 29 as a new Centerline
Driver for CTC Waco.

John Muniz of Norwalk,
California April 30 as a new
Centerline driver for Industry.

If you’re an
Owner-Operator who
knows a driver who
would be a good ‘fit’ for
BCT call 1-800-544-5989,
Opt. 5.
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Wallula growth
(Continued from page 1)

equipment and personnel needed to maintain industry-leading
standards for on time delivery to
a variety of customer locations
throughout the region. Box plant
shipping is dynamic and requires
everyone to adapt to rapidly
changing schedules and customer needs. No day is the same as
the last.
To start, we’ll be adding 10
sets of 40’X24’ double flatbeds, 5
quad-axle dry vans, 6 standard
dry vans, 3 company owned tractors & drivers, and 5-7 owner operators.
We currently have a Load

Planner position posted and
hope to fill that position and
begin training soon. All of the
new equipment will be domiciled
at the Richland facility initially,
but we are anticipating it will
transfer regularly between the
two plants. As those transfers
happen, managing the trailer
count at both facilities will be critical.
At startup we expect somewhere around 20 loads/day of
outbound finished product –
mostly to destinations within a 60
mile radius. In addition there will
be 8-10 loads of paper rolls from
the Wallula mill and MidColumbia Warehouse to Richland, and 4-6 loads/day of sheets
& DLK from Richland back to
Wallula.

Andy Sarrazin
Wallula Terminal Manager

Groundwork is nearly completed for construction of the new PCA box plant in Richland , Washington. It’s just
20 miles from the Wallula operations that are nearing capacity.
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Complacency figures in fall

Rebecca Moore

Recently, I was out working
around my house and as you can
see by the picture something went
really wrong. I actually am not sure
what happened other than I think I
stepped on un-even ground or
maybe a rock and obviously was not
looking where I was walking.
So the story and the fall goes like
this: I twisted my ankle and fell
forward . Apparently I did not put my
arm out to break the fall. Instead ,I
hit the concrete face first –receiving
a bruised knee and a bruised right
forearm and nasty road rash on my

cheek.
This could have been actually
worse...like a broken cheek bone or
maybe a broken nose.
Complacency and eyes not on
task played a factor in this incident.

-Rebecca Moore
Vancouver Terminal Mgr.

STORY

This is me and my family
getting ready to do what we
do all summer, canoe and
stay on the creek. I actually
opened up a business on
the creek this year renting
sound system ice chest for
canoes and kayaks.

In the boat with me is (left)
Sean 10 and (right) Gavin 11.
Other picture is (right) Gavin
11, (behind him) Sean 10
(behind me ) Trin 14 (next to
Trin) My wife Tara 20 lol….
(behind her) Layla 15 and in
the back my Mother in law
Marika and Father in law

Les.
Safety at work and home
gives us the chance to enjoy
time together on the creek.

-Chris Bruce
DeRidder Shop Mgr.

Trucking
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The Wallula shop crew under Manager Kevin Franckowiak received fire extinguisher training last month. The
Walla Walla County Fire Dept. was on hand to offer instruction and tips for effectively fighting small fires.
In the photo above, Miguel gets training. He’s joined by Will, Jesse and Rodney in the bottom photo.
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Roadcheck 2019: Our industry becoming more safe
“All of our drivers should know
about Roadcheck by now,” said
Randy Bailey, BCT Manager of
Driver Services and Safety. “And
contrary to the thoughts of some,
it is a great opportunity to refresh
our safety efforts and improve the
federal safety scores than can
have a big impact on our business.”
This year’s 72-hour Roadcheck will take place June 4-6,
when roadside inspection officers
come out en masse to conduct
vehicle and driver inspections of
commercial vehicles traveling the
highways.
“There will be nearly three
times more roadside inspections
during these days,” Bailey said.
“More than any other three days
of the year.” He said Roadcheck
creates opportunities for more
clean inspections which help improve CSA scores. (The monthly
report of PCA/BCT scores appears on Page 12). Bailey said all
levels of law enforcement includ-

Common vehicle
problem areas
The most common vehicle
violations discovered during
roadside inspections include:
• Inoperative required light
• Brake out of adjustment
• Inspection, maintenance,
repair (a “catch-all” for vehicle
violations)
• No current annual inspection
• Tire tread depth below
2/32” (non-steering-axle tire)
• Oil or grease leak
• Brake hose not secured &
protected against damage
• Discharged or unsecured
fire extinguisher

Over 900 vehicles
were inspected
every hour during
Roadcheck 2018.
ing local, county, state and federal agencies will be involved.

Roadcheck’s purpose
The Roadcheck event gives
government, industry, and academia an opportunity to get a
measurement of the level of motor carrier safety and security by
comparing roadside inspection
data to prior years. The 67,600
truck and bus inspections completed during Roadcheck 2018
offered a sizable sample for assessing the current level of motor
carrier safety. The Roadcheck
event also is an opportunity to
highlight safety and security on
• Having a manual slack
adjuster when an automatic
slack adjuster is required
(brakes)
• Inoperative/defective
windshield wipers
Roadside inspections conducted during Roadcheck typically find the same violations found
during roadside inspections conducted throughout the year. For
drivers, these violations include:
• Log violation — general
form and manner
• Speeding
• Failing to use seat belt
• 30-minute break violation
• False log, no logs, or log
not current
• No valid medical certifica-

our highways.
Finally, the Roadcheck event
allows an opportunity for those
interested in promoting truck and
bus safety to participate. In the
past, volunteers from some state
trucking associations have come
out to inspection locations to help
greet drivers and direct traffic.

2018 Roadcheck results
Roadcheck is carried out at
roughly 2,500 fixed and temporary inspection locations and typically involves over 10,000 CVSA
and FMCSA inspectors. During
Roadcheck 2018, nearly 16
trucks or buses were inspected,
on average, during every minute
of the 72-hour event. That’s almost 960 inspections per hour!
Of the 67,603 inspections conducted, more than two-thirds
were North American Standard
Level I inspections — the most
comprehensive roadside inspec(Continued on page 7)

tion
• Failing to obey traffic control device
• Using a hand-held cell
phone while driving
• Invalid driver’s license
The FMCSA data shows that
the top vehicle violation — by far
— at roadside inspections is,
“Operating Vehicle Not Having
the Required Operable Lamps,”
for which 492,854 violations were
written during 2018.
“Sometimes the roadside inspection follows a traffic stop.
The most common moving violation is speeding, along with using
a cell phone while driving, improper lane change, and failing
to obey a traffic control device,”
Bailey said.
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‘Good pretrip remains best way to avoid safety violations.’
(Continued from page 6)

tion.
Of those inspections, 22 percent of the vehicles were found
to have out-of-service violations
and 3.9 percent of the drivers
were found with out-of-service
violations. In comparison, in
1991 (the first year comprehensive data were available) the
Level I inspection out-of-service
rates were 34.8 percent for vehicles and 5.6 percent for drivers.
Roadcheck 2018 placed special emphasis on hours of service. Hours of service violations
accounted for 43.7 percent of the
driver out-of-service violations.
However, of all Roadcheck inspections, less than 2 percent of
drivers were placed out of service
for hours-of-service violations.
“The results for BCT and PCA
during Roadcheck 2018 were
good,” Bailey said. “We were
among the 81% of vehicles and
95 % of drivers who passed inspections.”

Possible outcomes
of roadside checks
“There are three possible outcomes for each roadside inspection,” Bailey said. “What we hope
to see is that no violations are
discovered.” If that is the case,
the driver and BCT or PCA will
be rewarded with a clean inspection on their records.
The second possibility is that
violations were discovered, but
they were not serious enough to
require immediate repair. They
will still count against the carrier,
and possibly the driver, in the

FMCSA’s CSA Safety Measurement System. The carrier is
given 15 days to complete the
repairs, and to sign and return
the report attesting to the fact
that the repairs were completed.
The final and worst outcome is
that a violation was discovered, and the violation is serious enough that the driver
and/or vehicle are placed out
of service until the problems are
corrected.
If only the driver is placed out
of service, as much as 10 hours
time could be lost. If the vehicle
is placed out of service, the vehicle must either be repaired where
it is or be towed directly to a repair facility.
“As you can see, most violations can be avoided when the
driver comes on duty fit for the
driving task, has the proper paperwork, the vehicle was inspected, and the driver is focused —
not distracted — from the important task of driving,” Bailey
concluded.

What to expect for 2019 Road check
“The special emphasis of
Roadcheck 2019 is steering and
suspension systems,” Bailey
said. “Checking vehicle compliance is always part of the
CVSA’s roadside inspection program, but steering components
and suspension systems will be
highlighted during Roadcheck
2019 as a reminder of their importance to highway safety. “
Steering and suspension are
safety-critical systems for any
commercial motor vehicle. Not
only do they support the heavy
loads carried by trucks and buses, but they also help maintain

stability and control under acceleration and braking, keeping the
vehicle safely on the road.
They also keep tires in alignment, reducing chances of uneven tire wear and possible tire
failure, and they maximize the
contact between the tires and the
road to provide steering stability
and safe handling.
“This would be a good time to
review the suspension regulations in section 393.207 and the
steering regulations in section
393.209,” BCT’s sdafety manager said.
The three most common viola-

tions from each of those sections, and the number of violations found in 2018, are as follows: (All from sections 393.207
and 393.209)
Axle-Positioning parts defective or missing, 32,148 violations;
Air-suspension pressure loss,
14,984 violations; Leaf spring
assembly defective or missing,
27,826 violations; Power steering
violations, 27,826 violations;
Steering system components
worn, welded or missing,
19,1412 violations; Excessive
steering wheel lash, 740 violations.
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Waco Terminal Manager Ron Bates receiving his designation as a Certified Transportation Professional (CPT)
during a National Private Truck Council conference last month.

Attempt to squeeze thru small gap led to Industry mishap
I was done for the day and I
walked out to my tractor to park
it, and there was a carrier blocking my exit. I then tried to
squeeze through a small gap between the carrier and our yard
goat.
When I started moving I
turned a little bit and felt a bump
and stopped.
There were no injuries but I hit
our yard goat tire with my fuel
tank, causing a small dent to my
fuel tank.
It could have been worse if I If
I was moving faster I could have
punctured the fuel tank causing a
fuel spill in the yard.
My states were :Rushing- I

STORY
wanted to go home; Complacency-Didn’t think something like this
would happen.
What were the errors?
Eyes not on task
Mind not on task
Line of fire
Certs (Critical Error Reduction Techniques)
Analyze close calls and small
errors.

Self-trigger on the state.
Work on habits.
-Andy Esquivel
Industry Driver
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PCA’s Greg Zellner comes to the rescue
with paper roll lift to help with truck part
During a recent trip to Allentown, DeRidder Service Manager
Chris Bruce ran into an issue that
was resolved by the help of folks
at the box plant.
Bruce travelled to Allentown to
help Terminal Mgr. Shaun Reilly
get some trucks running and
send others to the junk yard. But
he also salvaged a couple of
parts off a truck that would help
repair a DeRidder truck that was
going to be sold. One part was a
One Box for a Detroit Diesel mo-

tor. It is a large exhaust filter that
Bruce estimated weighed more
than 350 pounds.
“A problem occurred when it
was time to load the filter in the
pickup,” Bruce said. “It was much
too heavy to safely lift by hand
and the forklifts were physically
unable to leave the warehouse.”
He said the cost of a tow truck’s
help was astronomical for moving
the relatively small box. “And the
weather had turned from nice
and sunny to a cold mix of rain

Chris Bruce
DeRidder Shop Mgr.
and snow,” he said.
Bruce went over to the PCA
box manufacturing plant on a
whim. “I didn’t think they would
be able to help me, but it was
worth a shot,” said Bruce. That’s
where he met Maintenance Supervisor Greg Zellner. After discussing the matter with the shipping manager and production
manager at the plant, Zellner
thought of a special jack that that
was used to load rolls on to paper machines...it was perfect for
the task. He helped me load the
large part and strap it down in the
pickup.
During their time together,
Bruce learned that Zellner
worked at the PCA box plant
twice. He followed his studies to
work as an archeologist but
missed the plant and returned.

PCA Allentown’s Greg Zellner with help for BCT. He found a paper lift
to help DeRidder Shop Manager Chris Bruce load a large Detroit exhaust filter(inset).

“He went far beyond and out
of his way to help me figure
something out,” Bruce said of
Zellner. “There is no way this
would have been possible without him.”
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A driver was delivering in Sun
Valley, CA April 3 when he
snagged a front bumper on concrete while trying to square to
the dock. There was bumper
damage to the company truck.
While a customer warehouse
supervisor was guiding a driver
as he was backing in Houston,
the trailer and tractor hit on the
passenger side. The fairing was
damaged.
An Owner was on I-15 in Salt
Lake City, Utah when another
tractor drifted into his lane and
clipped the mirror of the BCT
tractor with his trailer. The offending Penske Logistic trailer
received a hole in the side.

Trucking
A Chip Fleet Owner was
heading south on Hwy 395 near
Loon Lake, Washington when a
Ford F-250 crossed the center
line around midnight. He spun
and ended upside down in a
ditch. There was damage to a
drive tire. The BCT trailer lost
several wheels, landing gear,
and more. The pickup may be
totaled.
A company driver was in Jersey Village, Texas the morning
of April 4 when another vehicle
was trying to stop quickly in
slowing traffic. That driver drifted
into the lane occupied by the
PCA tractor causing a collision.
There was front end damage
to the company truck and minor
damage to the Mack truck that
hit it.

On April 14, an OwnerOperator was on I77 near Charlotte, NC. when a 2017 Ford
Escape pulled in front of him
and stopped in traffic. The BCT
driver was unable to stop and hit
the Ford.
An Owner was making a Uturn in Cedar Hills, Tx April 25
when he hit a power pole guideline which filipped under and hit
a transformer causing a power
outage. There was a 12-hour
power outage affecting four
businesses.
A BCT Owner and Vehicle #2
were merging into the center
lane of Highway 205 in Portland,
Oregon from opposite directions.
There was no damage to the
BCT tractor but the Corolla was
injured.

IF YOU DON’T SCHEDULE
TIME FOR MAINTENANCE,
YOUR EQUIPMENT WILL
SCHEDULE IT FOR YOU.
A reminder from Brent Martell, BCT Maintenance Mgr.

Trucking
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Truck Driving Championships

Safe Idaho drivers show off their driving skills

GM Dan Bernert (right) judges his ninth Idaho Truck Driving Championships. Cassie Woods (to his right) volunteered to help with the
event.

I spent a recent Saturday judging
the ID Truck Driving Championships
(9th year for me). I really enjoy observing the skillsets and mental
toughness of these professional
drivers as they navigate the problem
stations under the pressure of a
stopwatch. Cassie Woods volunteered for the event as well and
made sure everyone stayed hydrated.
Some of the safest and best drivers compete in the championships
every year.
The competition tests the drivers'
industry knowledge with a written
test, ability to catch potential problems with a pre-trip inspection drill,
and safe driving skills as they navigate a course with six problems reflecting everyday driving conditions.
The winner of each class (9) has the
opportunity to advance to the ATA
National Truck Driving Championships.
The Idaho Truck Driving Championships benefit companies by creating a more safety-conscious driver.
Drivers always have the championships in the back of their minds
and try to stay as safe as possible
throughout the year. That's because
drivers must be accident-free during
the 12-month period preceding the
championships in order to compete.

-Dan Bernert
BCT General Mgr.
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CSA Reports for Owner Operators and Company Drivers
CSA BASICS

UNSAFE
DRIVING

Intervention
Threshold

65%

HOURS OFSERVICE
65%

DRIVER
FITNESS
80%

VEHICLE
MAINT.
80%

CRASH ISS
INDICAT. Score
65%

BCT, Inc.
Feb 4, 2019

15%

32%

0%

71%

35%

40

Mar 5, 2019

19%

29%

0%

73%

47%

41

April 8, 2019

17%

32%

0%

58%

46%

42

Feb 4, 2019

1%

0%

0%

34%

27%

35

Mar 5, 2019

1%

0%

0%

36%

36%

36

April 8, 2019

3%

0%

0%

37%

33%

36

Company

Inc. = Inconclusive

No Vios = No Violations

* = Exceeds

Improving

LOGON
Go to: www.protread.com/
1.Click Pro-Tread “User Login”
2.Login:

User ID: YourName (no space between names)
User ID: YourName (again, exactly

the same)

Site ID: Type in “200744”
4.Click “Login”
5.Chose “Lesson Menu”
6.Choose “All Lessons By Title”
7.Choose “Hazard Awareness”
8.Disclaimer ... Choose “Accept”
9.Lesson loads and starts automatically
10.You see “Congratulations” when
completed.
Click “Stop” button to get credit for
completing the lesson.

Second Quarter 2019

Alert
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Driver
ANDERSON, RAYMOND

Start

Years
5/8/2010

9

5/24/2010

9

5/3/2000

19

BAILEY, RANDY J

5/27/1997

22

BRAMBLE, KIRBY

5/17/2010

9

DORY, JAMES C

5/1/2017

2

FORDE, PHILIP

5/18/2007

12

HERNANDEZ, JOSE A

5/18/2018

1

NIELSEN, CHARLES W

5/16/2013

6

5/5/2016

3

5/21/2009

10

5/4/2015

4

ANDERSON, THOMAS W
ANGUIANO, SALVADOR R

NUNO, IGNACIO P
PYSTOE, RAMI
WILSON, BRANDON

For Jackson Terminal Mgr. Amy Barron, safe working and living
makes time for vacation fun with family like a recent visit to Orange Beach, Al where they enjoyed “sun, dolphin watching,
swimming, a Jimmy Buffett concert and paradise.”
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Ward steps up to
helped when needed

One way we
thank others
for their help
making our business
work and better
serving our customers
safely.
Newer driver helps
over the holiday
From Rob Roop
Columbus Terminal Mgr.
Kudos...to Nate Critney
We had a delivery needed
over the three-day Easter weekend. Nate stepped up and helped
us serve our customer in their
time of need.
Nate is a new driver who
joined our team in March 2019.
He has brought a very positive
attitude and a customer first approach which is greatly appreciated.

Thanks for patience
after fiber line cut
From Steven Crain
DeRidder Terminal Mgr.
A fiber line connected to our
fuel site controller was cut by a
contractor working in the mill.
While the repairs were being
made, we had to come up with a
wireless work around to do the
fuel system polling.
I would like to thank Jennifer
Burril, Annette Weigle, Kimberly Erickson, Marybeth Netson
and Karen Sparks for their patience and time spent helping to
figure out the correct path to get
the fuel polling completed.
Thanks again for all your help!

From Amy Barron
Jackson Terminal Mgr.
I would like to give a shout out
to Adrian Ward for always being
a team player. He will go anywhere anytime and never complains. He helped me out when a
truck broke down. It meant he
had to turn around and come
back to Jackson. He didn’t whine
or complain he just said “I’ll do
it” I appreciate his willingness to
help out when needed.

increase in business at our plants
in the Dallas/Fort Worth Area we
have been able to pick up additional backhauls.
The biggest contributing factor
is that our driver's give top notch
customer service.
When I spoke to Herman at
Hexacomb, he mentioned that he
loves it when he sees a BCT driver pull in. They know we will get
the job done. Customer service
is the key to our success here in
Waco.

On time and free
from accidents
From Shaun Reilly
Allentown Terminal Mgr.
Kudos to the fleet for continually running on time to deliveries
and remaining accident free.

Newman steps in to
cover vacation
From Chris Linder
BCT Pricing Mgr.
I would like to thank Laurie
Newman for covering for me
during my week long vacation
and also a recent conference.
Laurie does a great job with all
extra work given to her, and she
does a great job with Payroll every Monday. Thanks Laurie for all
you do!

Top notch service is
noticed by customers
From Ron Bates
Waco Terminal Mgr.
I would like to give a Kudos to
the Driver's in Waco. With the

Shana Freedman
celebrates six years
Please join me in congratulating Shana on her 6
year anniversary last week.
She has been responsible
for running the Boise Flatbed and I-84 fleets for almost 4 years now, and has
finally gotten the hang of it..
Just kidding, her fleets
have generated over
$794,000 in revenue YTD
with an EBITDA of $4700,
all while sitting at 0% and
19% turnover respectively.
Awesome work Shana,
we’re lucky to have you on
our team. Thanks

-Mike Hayes
Operations Mgr.
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Kathy Archer

Archer joins trucking
accounting team
Our accounting team in Boise
is happy to welcome our new Accounts Receivable Specialist,
Kathy Archer.
She has been training to replace Danielle Malais (who has
been promoted to another department) and she’s getting up to
speed quickly.
Kathy has 20 years of financial
experience and is already proving
to be a great addition to our department. Some of her prior experience was with a beverage
delivery company, Supervalu,
and the Western Association of
Fish and Wildlife Agencies.
Kathy enjoys road trips to
Portland to visit family, has an
exciting trip to visit her dad in
North Carolina in October, and
her daughter is graduating from
nursing school next month.
Please join me in welcoming
Kathy to Boise Trucking!

Ricky Horn recently received recognition for his five years with PCA
in Waco. Terminal Mgr. Ron Bates is shown presenting the award.

Jan Rohr celebrates 20 years with PCA
I wanted to take a minute to
congratulate Jan on 20 years of

fun and excitement with PCA,
April 19 was her official anniversary date.
Jan has worked with multiple
insurance providers over the
years and has developed excellent working relationships with all
of them.
She has tirelessly worked on
our behalf to manage about every type of injury or accident that is
a imaginable in our industry, and
she’s always willing to step in
and help regardless of the task.
Thank you Jan, we appreciate
all you do!

-Marybeth Netson
Accounting Supervisor

-Randy Bailey
Driver Services & Safety
Jan Rohr
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Electronic logging still requires attention to ‘form and manner’
“...drivers must still enter all of the required data to avoid violations.”

“There is a common misconception that electronic logging
will eliminate most log book and
hours of services violations,”
said Randy Bailey, BCT Manager of Driver Services and Safety.
“But that’s not true...drivers must
still enter all of the required data

to avoid violations.”
That was made clear during a
recent audit at BCT in which

Winter
brings tough
Tony

Recommend
a new Owner
-Operator to
Fred
McCoy

BCT
and earn
Most accidents
can be avoided
if you slow down
and increase fol-

Eric

“Finding
good
OwnerOperators
is important
to BCT.
-Pat Robinson
We feel our Recruiting
Mgr.
own drivers
are the best source of
new people who meet
our safety and service
standards.”

“form & manner violations” were
noted from four of five driver
logs pulled for the audit.
Bailey said that missing Bill of
Lading numbers and trailer numbers turn out to be the most
common culprit. “And it may be
a little confusing,” Bailey said.
Bailey said that many drivers
thought those parts of the electronic logs were automatically
populated. But, he said, drivers
must go into HOS and hit the
tab called “Load” and enter both
the bill of lading and trailer numbers.
“It would be obvious if drivers
made it a habit of printing and
viewing their logs on occasion,”
Bailey said. Electronic logs can
easily be faxed or emailed to a
drivers phone or email “so he
can see what the enforcement
officer sees when logs are being
reviewed during an inspection.”
Other issues that do turn up
as form and manner violations
include adding comments to fuel
stops and when using the tractor for personal conveyance. For
instance, a driver is off duty and
driving his tractor home...a comment should read something like
“bob tailing home”.

Drivers earn $100
for clean inspection
Two Owner-Operators in the
west earned an extra $100 each
for clean inspections.
Dave Dessert of the I-5 fleet
and Bryon Massey of the Vancouver fleet recevied the extra
funds in their weekly settlements.
BCT feels strongly about
clean inspections because they
are an indication of safe drivers
who make good pre-trip inspections.

